
Hold 
everything.

“Absolutely life changing. I use it 
for everything from gardening, 
shopping, cooking - anything in 
day to day life.“ - Rebecca Rodley

Made with love by

Retractable carry system for your wheelchair.

See it in action
Finger loops

 

Magnetic buckles

 

Lightweight   
 

Easy install

Adjustable

Retractable straps

Accesssible finger 
loops make pulling 
the straps together 
a pleasure, even if 
you have limited 
hand function.

A 48” (1.2m) strap system on each side 
offers fast secure and versatile carrying.

Suitable for 
wheelchairs 12 - 22” 
(30  56cm wide. 

Takes less than 5 
minutes. No tools 
needed. 

                                    (11oz / 300grams)

Enhanced mobility without burdening 
your shoulders or the performance of 
your wheelchair. 

Effortless and intuitive, 
the buckles snape 
together like magic.



Quick fitting guide. LapStacker Flex has an adaptable mounting
system. Use this quick fitting guide to see the 
common installations and clearance required.

Other wheelchairs. 
LapStacker Flex can be fitted to other wheelchairs with suitable 
clearance. 

It has been tested with lightweight power wheelchairs such as Whill 
and Moving Star, off-road chairs like GRIT Freedom Chair and 
wheelchairs with complex frame designs like the Panthera-X. 

This is not an exhaustive list, so please check the information above 
and the full installation guide for other fitting information.

Full installation guide. 

Manual rigid. 

Manual folding (dual frame).

Manual folding (single frame).

LapStacker Flex attaches horizontally 
around rigid frame wheelchairs.

Check clearance between top 
and bottom tubes.

LapStacker Flex attaches vertically 
between the top and bottom parallel 
tubes of folding wheelchairs. 

Existing accessories can often 
be moved to accommodate 
LapStacker Flex.

The mounting straps pass under the raising 
seat base. Check if you have space. 

LapStacker Flex attaches horizontally 
around single frame folding wheelchairs. 

Existing accessories can often 
be moved to accommodate 
LapStacker Flex. 

The mounting strap passes over the 
seat base. Check if you have space. 

Horizontal Install Clearance Dimensions

Horizontal Install Clearance Dimensions

Clearance DimensionsVertical Install
Existing accessories can often 
be moved to accommodate 
LapStacker Flex.
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